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The luminoity-distane  redshift SN Ia data and the Cosmi Mirowave Bakground power
spetrum are disussed in the ontext of the results and ideas of the eminent Russian physiist-
theorist N.A. Chernikov. His results inlude the Boltzmann-Chernikov distribution in the kineti
theory of relativisti gas, onformal invariant theory of salar eld, and the vauum osmologial
reation of partiles. We use these results for explanation of the origin of matter ontent of the
Universe in modern relativisti physi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RELATIVISTIC PHYSICS
The best introdution to relativisti physis was given by David Hilbert in his Gottingen talk Die
Grundlangen der Physik [1℄, where the Einstein equations [2℄ in General Relativity were derived by the
variational priniple. In aord with the Gottingen Foundations of Physis, dierenes of the trajetory
of a relativisti partile
X
(µ)
A −X(µ)B = V (µ) · s
∣∣∣ds=N(x0)dx0
V (µ)V(µ)=c2
(1)
from the Galilei trajetory of a nonrelativisti partile
~XA − ~XB = ~V · t are the 4-dimensional Minkowski
spae of events (instead of 3-dimensional spae) and tree times (instead of the single absolute Newton
time t) required for omplete desription of the motion of a relativisti partile:
i. a relative time-variable X(0) in the spae of events as an objet of the Poinare transformations of
a frame of referene, measured by an observer in his frame,
ii. an absolute time-interval s at the partile trajetory in spae of events, given as the one-dimensional
Riemannian manifold, and
iii. an unmeasurable time-oordinate x0 in this manifold as an objet of its reparametrizations
x0 → x˜0 = x˜0(x0).
The reparametrization group in the Riemannian manifold ds = N(x0)dx0 is a new element in ompar-
ison with the frame group in the lassial mehanis. In partiular, the Hilbert variation [1℄ with respet
to the metri omponent N(x0) leads to the veloity onstraint of the type of the Lobahevsky spae
V (µ)V(µ) = V
2
(0) − V 2(k) = c2. This onstraint is a omplete analog of the Einstein equations in GR. The
relativisti postulates (1) have rm evidenes beginning from numerous experimental fats revealed in
19th entury, inluding the rst dynamo, the onepts of the eld nature of eletro-magneti phenom-
ena formulated by Faraday who gave an idea of uniation of all interations, nishing with Maxwell's
equations, their interpretations by Einstein, Lorentz, and the Poinare group of these equations.
Irreduible unitary representations of the Poinare group onstruted by Wigner in 1939 [3℄ as the basis
of quantum eld theory [4℄ mean the relativisti lassiation of physial states marked by their masses
and spins. The dierene between the Poinare group lassiation of physial states and the lassiation
of elds with respet to the Lorentz subgroup (given in the Lobahevsky spae of veloities) determines
the set of gauge onstraints. Using these onstraints and the seond Nother theorem Ogievetsky and
Polubarinov [5℄ ould restore at the quantum level all eld interations (inluding QED, GR, YM, QCD)
besides the Higgs potential and the Penrose-Chernikov-Tagirov ation [6, 7℄.
2The problem of nite amplitudes of weak quantum transitions between physial states in GR in the
60s was not so dramatized, like at the present time. Abdus Salam onstruted a nite S-matrix element
in GR using for regularization the superpropagator method developed by M.K. Volkov [8℄. In the 60s the
absene of the standard renormalization sheme for GR was not yet onsidered as an argument to ignore
the Poinare group lassiation of physial states in GR, in ontrast to the reent models aepted for
desription of reent observational data where this lassiation of physial states is ignored.
In partiular, the Poinare group lassiation of physial states [3℄ does not inlude the salar metri
omponent that is used now in the aepted ΛCDM osmologial model [9, 10℄ for explanation of the
CMB anisotropy. Reall that this lassiation is based on the vauum postulate about the existene
of a state with a minimal energy. The vauum postulate removes free dynamis of all negative energy
omponents inluding the dynamis of salar metri omponent used in the ΛCDM model as the origin
of the CMB aousti peaks.
The paper is devoted to the appliation of results by N.A. Chernikov for solution of these topial
problems of modern Cosmology inluding the CMB power spetrum, SN data, and the origin of matter
in the Universe.
Nikolay Aleksandrovih Chernikov is the outstanding Russian theoretial physiist (16.12.1928 
17.04.2007) [11℄. His rst steps in larifying the role of geometry in relativisti physis and stohas-
ti relativisti motion [12℄ were supported by V.A. Fok. Chernikov formulated the kineti theory of
relativisti gas, inluding the Boltzmann-Chernikov distribution funtion [13, 14℄. Together with his
oauthors Chernikov supposed and developed the onformal invariant theory of salar eld [7℄. The idea
of the vauum osmologial reation supposed by Chernikov and his pupils [7, 15℄ independently from L.
Parker [16℄ was very highly estimated by Ya.B. Zel'dovih, A.A. Starobinsky, and A.A. Grib (see [17, 18℄).
We show how these Chernikov's results help us to solve the problems of desription of the SN data and
CMB anisotropy without violation of priniples of quantum relativisti physis assoiated with Poinare,
Einstein, Hilbert, Wigner, Dira and other sientists.
MODEL OF A RELATIVISTIC UNIVERSE
The modern osmologial approahes inluding the widely aepted ΛCDM model [10, 19, 20℄ are based
on the General Relativity (GR) supplemented by the Standard Model (SM) [21℄ and by an additional
salar eld Q governing the Universe evolution [22℄:
SU[F ] =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
−1
6
R(g) + LSM(F ) + ∂µQ∂µQ − VU(Q)
]
(2)
in the Riemannian spae with the interval ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν , where F = f, v, φ is a set of the SM elds,
fermion f , vetor v, and salar φ. Throughout the paper we use the units ~ = c =MPlanck
√
3/(8π) = 1.
In aord with the so-alled osmologial priniple introdued by Einstein and Friedmann [23, 24℄, all
loal salar harateristis of the Universe evolution averaged over a large oordinate volume V0 =
∫
d3x,
i.e. zeroth harmonis,
log a ≡ 1
6V0
∫
d3x log |g(3)|, 〈φ〉 ≡ 1
V0
∫
d3xφ, 〈Q〉 ≡ 1
V0
∫
d3xQ (3)
depend only on the world time dt = a(η)dη in the onformal-at interval
ds2 = a2(η)[(dη)2 −
3∑
j=1
(dxj)2] ≡ a2(η)d˜s2, (4)
where dη = N0(x
0)dx0 is the dieo-invariant onformal time, and N0(x
0) = 〈√−g˜ g˜00〉−1 is the dieo-
variant global lapse funtion arising in the seond term of the ation
SU[F ]
∣∣∣
g=a2eg,f=a−3/2 ef,φ=a−1 eφ
≡ S˜U[a|F˜ ]
∣∣∣
eF=(eg, ef,eφ)
− V0
η0∫
η=0
dηa′2, a′ = da/dη, (5)
3that emerges after the onformal transformations of elds in ation (2) [25, 26, 27, 28℄. The hoie of
interval (4) in ation (5) is known as the osmologial approximation of GR [24, 29℄, where the inverse
sale-fator, a−1(η) = z + 1, is treated as the redshift of an atomi spetrum of an observable osmi
objet being at the oordinate distane r = η0− η; here η0 is the present-day value of the onformal time
distinguished by a(η0) = 1, and η is the instane of the photon emission by an atom in the given objet.
In this approximation, the Hilbert variation of the ation with respet to the dieo-variant global lapse
funtion N0(x
0) gives the dieo-invariant osmologial equation treated as the energy onstraint [1℄
a′2 = ρ˜U(a) ≡ 1
V0
δS˜U[a|F˜ ]
δN0(x0)
= a2[〈φ′〉2 + 〈Q′〉2] + a4 [VHiggs(〈φ〉) + VU (〈Q〉)] + HQFT(F˜ )
V0
, (6)
where ρ˜U(a) is the onformal density and the eld energy HQFT(F˜ ) is the standard omponent of the
energy-momentum tensor of all elds F˜
HQFT[F˜ ] =
∑
F,l,l2 6=0
n˜ eF,lωF,l(a) + Hint[F˜ ] (7)
in any QFTmodel in the at spae-time with the interval d˜s
2
given by Eq. (4), where ωF,l(a) =
√
k
2 + m˜2F
is one-partile energy with the partile masses m˜F dened by the zero mode of the Higgs eld m˜F =
gFa(η)〈φ〉(η) = gF〈φ˜〉(η) with the orresponding oupling onstant gF, and n˜F,l = [F˜+
l
F˜−
-l
± F˜−
-l
F˜+
l
]/2
(with a positive sign for bosons and negative for fermions) are the eld oupation numbers in terms of
the holomorphi variables F˜±
-l
dened by deomposition over momenta [7, 18, 30, 31℄:
F˜ (η,x) =
1
V0
∑
l,l2 6=0
cF (a, ωF,l)
eikx√
2ωF,l
[
F˜+
l
(η) + F˜−−l(η)
]
, k =
2π
V
1/3
0
l; (8)
here cF (a, ωF,l) is the normalization fator determined by the Hamiltonian approah [25℄. Equations of
these elds
δS˜U[a|F˜ ]
δF˜
= 0
∣∣∣ dη=N(x0)dx0
a′2=eρU(a)
(9)
desribe a trajetory of a Relativisti Universe (RU) in its eld spae of events [a(η)|F˜ ] [32℄ as an analogy
of the trajetory of a relativisti partile (1). The Hilbert foundations of relativisti physis [1℄ guarantee
that the omplete desription of the RU evolution an be fullled by three times:
i) a relativetime-variable a in the spae of events [a(η)|F˜ ] as an objet of the frame transformations,
ii) an absolute time-interval dη at the RU trajetory in spae of events, and
iii) an unmeasurable time-oordinate x0 in the Riemannian manifold as an objet of reparametriza-
tions x0 → x˜0 = x˜0(x0).
Really, the RU trajetory (9) is ompleted by its time-like omponent of a′ =
√
ρ˜U(a) that determines
the oordinate-distane  redshift relation r(z) at the light-one interval d˜s
2
= dη2 − dr2 = 0
r(z) = η0 − η =
a0=1∫
a=(z+1)−1
da√
ρ˜U(a)
. (10)
This relation is used as the basis of the osmologial studies of modern astrophysial data [10, 19, 20, 29℄.
The best way to formulate the Relativisti Universe model in terms of reparametrization-invariant
observables and their initial data is to use the Dira Hamiltonian approah to the ation (5) in the at
spae-time approximation given by Eq. (4) [25, 33℄
S=
∫
d4x
∑
F
P eF∂0F˜ +
∫ {
P〈Q〉d〈Q〉+P〈φ〉d〈φ〉−Plog ad log a+
[
P 2log a − E2U(a)
] N0(x0)
4V0a2
dx0
}
, (11)
4where P eF , Plog a = 2V0aa
′
, P〈φ〉 = 2a
2V0〈φ〉′, and P〈Q〉 = 2a2V0〈Q〉′ are the anonial onjugate momenta.
In this ase
E
2
U(a)≡P 2〈φ〉+P 2〈Q〉+4V 20 a6 [VHiggs(〈φ〉) + VU (〈Q〉)] + 4V0a2HQFT(F˜ ) (12)
an be onsidered as a square of the Universe energy beause log a is treated as a Universe evolution
parameter and the global lapse funtion N0 beomes the Lagrange multiplier. Variation of the latter
leads to the energy onstraint (6) in its Hamiltonian form
P 2log a − E2U(a) = 0. (13)
Quantities 〈φ〉 and 〈Q〉 are the solutions of the equations of motion following from the emerging
osmologial GR&SM ation (11) with the initial data for the zeroth harmonis (3) at the instane η = 0:
a(η = 0) = aI , Plog aI = EU(aI),
〈φ〉(η = 0) = MW
gW
, P〈φ〉I = 0,
〈Q〉(η = 0) = QI , P〈Q〉I = 2V0H0
√
Ωrigid.
(14)
These initial data as a natural soure of symmetry breaking in the Higgs doublet allow us to impose the
zero potential onditions on the salar zero modes VHiggs(〈φ〉) ≡ 0, VU(〈Q〉) ≡ 0 [34℄.
However, as it was revealed in [25℄, the Wigner unitary irreduible representations of the Poinare group,
and the quantum theory of a Relativisti Universe are not ompatible with the aepted Lifshitz-Bardeen
osmologial perturbation theory, where reparametrization-invariant onformal time is onsidered as an
objet of general oordinate transformations (frame transformations are not separated from the gauge
ones) and the Hamiltonian approah is failed due to double ounting of the salar metri omponent.
Moreover, the ΛCDM approah an be ritiized beause it uses salar metri omponents with a negative
energy ontribution whih have to be exluded, aording to the Poinare group lassiation of physial
states of metri omponents [3℄.
The onformal variables F˜ , d˜s reveals the fat that the salar eld ination senario onsidered in terms
of standard variables F, ds = ad˜s an be fullled only in the lass of onstant salar elds Pφ ≡ 0:
S = −
∫
dηd3xa4V(φ)
∣∣∣∣∣
φ=onstant
= −
∫
dηd3xa4Λ,
where the salar eld potential produes the energy density ρconst. = a
4Λ ≡ H20a4ΩΛ. Sine the present-
day value of the Λ-term is not equal to its initial data ΛI 6= Λ0, one needs the kineti term too. However,
both the salar eld kineti term and the potential one
S =
∫
dηd3x
[
a2(φ′)2 − λa4φ4] ∣∣∣Pc=Pφ/a
φc=φa
=
∫
dηd3x
[
Pcφ
′ − (log a)′Pcφc −
(
P 2c
4
+ λφ4c
)]
, (15)
where Pφ = 2a
2φ′, an lead to integral of motion that orresponds to the radiation dominant onformal
density ρ = H20Ωradiation, instead of a sum of rigid state and ination expeted in [35, 36℄. In partiular,
this formula signals that dynami salar eld ination announed in [35, 36℄ annot exit. In this example
(15), the integral of motion shows us that the phenomenon of dynami salar eld ination is an artefat
of the hoie of nonadequate variables. However, formula (15) ontains the term (log a)′Pcφc as a soure
of an intensive reation of salar partiles in the Early Universe revealed in [31℄ for the longitudinal
omponents of vetor bosons. Thus, instead of dynami salar eld ination [35, 36℄ we obtain eet of
an intensive reation of salar partiles in the Early Universe.
In the following, we show that there is a possibility to solve the problems of the Wigner relativisti
lassiation of physial states in modern Cosmology [3℄ (rejeting ΛCDM model) and the absene of
dynami salar eld ination announed in [35, 36℄ using the Penrose-Chernikov-Tagirov dilaton gravity
[7℄ in order to desribe of SN data and the CMB power spetrum.
5SN-DATA IN THE PENROSE-CHERNIKOV-TAGIROV DILATON GRAVITY
Reent data on the luminosity-redshift relation obtained by the Supernova Cosmology projet [37, 38℄
point out an aelerated expansion of the universe within the standard Friedman-Robertson-Walker
(FRW) osmologial model. The aelerated expansion an be ahieved by the Λ term. An alternative
desription of the new osmologial supernova data without a Λ- term was fullled in [39, 40, 41℄ using
Weyl's geometry of similarity [42℄.
As it was shown by Weyl [42℄ already in 1918, onformal - invariant theories orrespond to the relative
standard of measurement of a onformal - invariant ratio of two intervals given in the geometry of
similarity as a manifold of Riemannian geometries onneted by onformal transformations haraterized
by a measure of hanging the length of a vetor on its parallel transport. The original Weyl theory [42℄
was based on the measure of hanging the length of a vetor on its parallel transport as a vetor eld
leading to the physial ambiguity of the arrow of time pointed out by Einstein in his omment to Weyl's
paper [42℄. However, in Dira's paper [43℄ and other [44, 45, 46, 47℄ it was found that the geometry of
similarity an be realized in the ase when the vetor eld is replaed by the gradient of a salar eld 
dilaton D. In this ase, we obtain the dilaton gravitational theory, i.e. Dilaton Gravity (DG). The DG
ation SDG oinides with the Penrose-Chernikov-Tagirov ation [6, 7℄ with the opposite sign,
SDG(D, g˜) = −SPChT(eD, g˜) = −
∫
d4x
[√
−g˜ e
2DR(g˜)
6
− eD∂µ
(√
−g˜g˜µν∂νeD
)]
. (16)
This theory emerges from the Einstein one SGR = −
∫
d4x
√−gR(g)/6 after a sale transformation
SDG = SGR(g = e
2Dg˜). However, the main dierene of DG from Einstein's GR is the DG measurable
interval d˜s
2
= ds1
2/ds2
2
whih is free from any sale inluding the sale osmologial fator. In this ase,
the role of the sale osmologial fator is played by the dilaton zero mode log a = 〈D〉, so that in the
osmologial approximation the model given by the ation (5) appears, where onformal variables and
oordinates F˜ , d˜s are identied with measurable ones, and any dimensional parameter an be introdued
by the initial data.
The identiation of measurable quantities with the onformal ones F˜ , d˜s hanges the numerial analysis
of supernovae type Ia data [37, 38℄, beause instead of the Standard Cosmology (SC) distane  redshift
relation RSC(z) = a(z)
∫ a(z)
1
daρ
−1/2
SC (a), a(z) = 1/(1 + z) one uses the Conformal Cosmology (CC)
distane  redshift relation RCC(z) =
∫ a(z)
1 daρ
−1/2
CC (a).
The analysis in terms of the onformalmeasurable quantities [39, 40, 41℄ shows, in ontrast to the ΛCDM
model, the dominane of the rigid state (ρCC(a) = H
2
0Ωrigid/a
2
,
√
Ωrigid ∼ 1, a(η) =
√
1 + 2H0(η − η0))
in all epohs of the Universe evolution inluding the hemial evolution, reombination, and SN data. In
the ase of the rigid state the onformal horizon
d˜(a) = 2
a(z)=(z+1)−1∫
0
da√
ρ˜CC(a)
= a2H−10 (17)
oinides with the inverse onformal Hubble parameter d˜rigid(a) = a
2H−10 = H˜
−1
rigid(a) for any value of the
osmologial sale fator. This Conformal Cosmology [39, 40, 41℄ is not exluded by modern observational
data [48, 49℄.
COSMOLOGICAL PARTICLE CREATION AND THE CMB POWER SPECTRUM
The main onsequene of relativisti priniples is the osmologial reation of primordial partiles from
vauum [7, 15, 25, 31℄ as the origin of the Universe and its matter treated as Big Bang.
The soures of vauum reation of primordial partiles are in the linear dierential form in ation (11)∫
d3x
∑
F
P eF∂0F˜ =
i
2
∑
F,l
(
F˜+−l∂0F˜
−
l
−F˜−
l
∂0F˜
+
−l
)
+
i
2
∑
F,l
(
F˜+−lF˜
+
l
−F˜−
l
F˜−−l
)
∂0△˜F . (18)
6In fat, the transformation (8) to measurable quantities of the oupation number and one-partile energy
leads to the seond term on the right hand side of the above equation with the following oeients:
△˜F=vT ,f = log√ωF , △˜F=v|| = log a/
√
ωF , △˜F=h,q = log a√ωF , △˜F=Q,hTT = log a; here v = v||+vT are
onformal elds of W and Z vetor bosons, f are fermions, hTT is graviton, h is a massive salar (Higgs)
partile (see the massive vetor theory in detail in [31, 50℄).
Due to the soure terms in the form (18) the eld equations
∂ηF˜
±(k, η) = ±iωF F˜±(k, η) + ∂η△F (η)F˜∓(k, η) + i[Hint, F˜±(k, η)] (19)
are not diagonal. In order to obtain integrals of motion in the approximationHint ∼ 0, these eld equations
are diagonalized by the Bogoliubov transformation of the operator of partile F˜+
l
= αb+F,l+β
∗b−F,l, so that
the free equations of motion of the Bogoliubov quasipartile beome diagonal ∂ηb
±
F,l = ±iωbb±F,l, where
ωb is the quasipartile energy [18, 30, 31℄. The stable vauum is dened by b
−
F,l|0 >= 0, where b−F,l is the
operator of annihilation of a quasipartile.
One an assume [30, 31℄ that at the initial instane η = 0 there were no any partile-like exitations,
< 0|nˆ eF |0 > (η = 0) = 0, and hene the temperature was equal to zero. So the matter ontent of the
Universe ould appear as the nal deay produt of the primordial vetor bosons and the Higgs one
reated from vauum, in aord with the Bogoliubov vauum expetation value
a′2 =
H20Ωrigid
a2
+
∑
F=h,Q,f,v
∫
d3k
(2π)3
ωF,k|βF,k|2B(k, T˜F), (20)
where βF,k are the Bogoliubov oeients and B(k, T˜F) =
{
exp
[√
k2 +m2F0a
2(z)−mF0a(z)
kBT˜F
]
− 1
}−1
is the distribution funtion arising due to interations in (19) [51℄. This funtion oinides with the
Boltzmann-Chernikov one [13, 14℄, when the exponent is greater than unit.
The boson temperature T˜F ∼ T0 an be estimated in the standard way from the relation between the
free length rF = [n(T˜F)σF scat]
−1
, number density n(T˜F), and ross setion σF scat. If the free length is
identied with horizon (17), rF ≃ d˜(a), we have the ollision integral kineti equation
n˜(T˜F) ≃ [σ˜F scat(a)d˜(a)]−1. (21)
aepted in the present-day osmologial models [31, 52℄.
In [31℄, the set of arguments was given in favor of that this formula (21), initial data, and SM hep-data
give us all osmologial parameters, if one supposes that the rigid state ρrigid = p dominates for all epohs
inluding the beginning of the Universe when primordial vetor bosons and Higgs partiles were reated
from vauum and their wavelengths oinided with the horizon length, in partiular
M˜−1ZI = [aZIMZ ]
−1 ≃ H˜−1ZI = a2ZI(H0)−1 → aZI = (H0/MZ0)1/3 = 2.68 · 10−15. (22)
One an suppose that the ollision integral kineti equation (21) is valid for estimation of the present-day
value of the CMB temperature T˜F ∼ T0, if CMB is onsidered as the nal deay produt of the primordial
bosons reated from vauum.
In order to desribe the CMB anisotropy, the ollision integral kineti equation (21) an be generalized
to the anisotropi deays T0 → T0 +△T , σF scat(a)→ σF scat(a) + σ2γ , so that we obtain a formula∣∣∣△T
T0
∣∣∣ ≃ 1
3
∣∣∣ σ2γ
σF scat(a)
∣∣∣ ∼ α2QED ∼ 10−5. (23)
that allows us to establish proesses that form the CMB anisotropy using the observational value of the
CMB anisotropy ∼ 10−5 [9, 53, 54℄. This value testies to the dominane of the two photon proesses.
Therefore, the CMB anisotropy revealed in [9, 53, 54℄ in the region of three peaks ℓ1 ≃ 220, ℓ2 ≃ 546, and
ℓ3 ≃ 800 an reet rather parameters of the primordial bosons and their deay proesses, in partiular
h → γγ, W+W− → γγ, and ZZ → γγ, than the ones of matter at the time of reombination, as it
is aepted in the ΛCDM model where the salar metri omponents are used as dynamial variables
[20℄ whih are not ompatible with the Poinare group lassiation of physial states [25, 26, 28℄. The
7spetrum of the Higgs and vetor boson masses mh,MZ ,MW an be obtained from the CMB power
spetrum using the Gamov identiation of the energy of the proesses with the produt of their redshift
z-fators (zP + 1) and the present-day CMB temperature T0 = 2.725 K = 2.35 · 10−13 GeV
MP0 = T0(zP + 1). (24)
The z-fators (zP + 1) of the present day proesses energy an be expressed through the redshift
(ZPd + 1) = (zP + 1)aL (25)
of their primordial values M˜PI = MP0 aPI , where aPI is dened by Eq. (22) and aL is the universal
fator for all proesses haraterizing the CMB spetrum at the time of its establishment.
The initial data referene redshift (ZPd + 1) is dened by values of multipole momenta at the CMB
anisotropi peaks that an be obtained using the aepted formula [53℄
ℓPd = d˜(aPd)M˜P (aPd) = d(aPd)MP0 =
a3Pd
a3PI
= (ZPd + 1)
3, (26)
where d˜(aPd) = a
2
PdH
−1
0 is the onformal horizon (17) at the instanes of the two photon proesses (P )
marked by the osmologial sale fators aPd and a
3
PI = H0/MP0 in aord with Eq. (22).
Using formulae (24)  (26) one an obtain the nal formula that expresses the boson spetrum through
the power spetrum of the CMB multipole momenta
MP0 = T0(zP + 1) = T0a
−1
L (ZPd + 1) = TL(ZPd + 1) = TLℓ
1/3
Pd , (27)
where TL ≃ 9.8GeV is dened by the boson masses: ℓ1/3Wd =
MW0
TL
, ℓ
1/3
Zd =
MZ0
TL
, so that
MZ
MW
= 1.134 ≈
(
ℓ3
ℓ2
)1/3
=
(
800
546
)1/3
= 1.136. (28)
Formula (27) predits the Higgs mass as
mh = 2MW
(
ℓ1
ℓ2
)1/3
= 2MW
(
220
546
)1/3
≃ 118GeV. (29)
This value of the Higgs boson mass is lose to the present t of the LEP experimental data supporting
rather low values of the experimental limit mh > 114.4 GeV [55℄.
THE RELATIVISTIC UNIVERSE SCENARIO PROBLEMS
In ontext of relativisti physis the topial problems of modern Cosmology are the following:
1. the aousti explanation of the CMB power spetrum by the dynamial salar metri omponent
is not ompatible with the relativisti lassiation of physial states, beause the latter do not ontain
this omponent.
2. the absene of the dynamial salar eld ination (as it was shown in Eq. (15),
3. the lost of physial meaning of onepts of the partile mass MP and temperature T (a) at the
limit of small horizon before the Plank epoh, when H(a) ≥MP , T (a).
We disussed possibilities to solve these problems by the Chernikov-Parker osmologial vauum re-
ation of vetor bosons and the Higgs partile with Chernikov kineti theory of relativisti gas in the
Penrose-Chernikov-Tagirov Dilaton Gravity.
However, in order to realize these possibilities, one should onsider the following problems.
1. The Hamiltonian approah to the onformal-invariant unied theory.
Like the Copernian assertion that we an measure only a dierene of oordinates pointed out the
Galilei pathway to the Newton mehanis, the Weyl assertion that we an measure only a ratio of two
intervals an point out a pathway to one of the onformal-invariant unied theories.
8The RU model is based on the Penrose-Chernikov-Tagirov onformal-invariant unied theory [6, 7℄
SRU[D, F˜
(n)] = SU[F
(n) = enDF˜ (n)] (30)
where SU[F
(n)] oinides with the sum of GR and SM (2) with the initial data given in the CMB frame of
referene, where the physial variables and elds are hosen. The CMB frame is given in the spae-time
with the nite volume
∫
d3x = V0 (ompatible with the dark sky at night [57℄), the geometri interval
d˜s
2
= ω˜2(0) − ω˜2(b), (31)
ω˜(0) = e
2DNddx
0 = e2DNdτ, (32)
ω˜(b) = e(b)j(dx
j +N jdx0) = ω
(3)
(b) +N(b)dτ, (33)
the unit spatial metri determinant |e(b)i| = 1, and the partile masses m(D) = eDm0. In aord with
Einstein's osmologial priniple (3) [23℄ zeroth harmonis of all salar elds inluding the dilaton one
〈D〉 = V −10
∫
d3xD = log a are separated D = 〈D〉+D.
Just this separation allows us to identify 〈D〉 with the logarithm of the osmologial sale fator a
(onsidered in Cosmology as the evolution parameter in the eld spae of events) and introdue the
Misner dieo-invariant time-interval dened as [56℄
dτ =
dη
a2(η)
= dx0〈N−1d 〉−1 ≡ dx0N0,
df
dτ
= ∂τf =
〈
df
Nddx0
〉
= V −10
∫
d3x
df
Nddx0
. (34)
The ation (30) after the separation of osmologial sale fator a = e〈D〉 oinides with the orre-
sponding ation of the type of (5) obtained from (2). In partiular, the Dilaton Gravity (30) with a set
of free salar elds D,φ,Q takes the form
SSRU[g˜|D,φ,Q] =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
−1
6
R(g) + ∂µφ∂
µφ+ ∂µQ∂
µQ
] ∣∣∣∣
g=e2Deg
(35)
≡ S˜SRU + V0
τ0∫
τ=0
dτ [−〈∂τD〉2 + 〈∂τφ〉2 + 〈∂τQ〉2]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
zeroth−mode contribution
= S˜SRU + S
S
zero, (36)
where
S˜SRU =
τ0∫
τ=0
dx0
∫
d3xNd
[
−v2
D
+
v2(a)(b)
6
− e4DR
(3)(e) + 8e−D/2△eD/2
6
]
(37)
+
τ0∫
τ=0
dx0
∫
d3xNd
[
v2
φ
− (∂(a)φ)2 + v2Q − (∂(a)Q)2] (38)
is the ation of the loal eld variables,
vD =
1
Nd
[
(∂0 −N l∂l)D − 1
3
∂lN
l
]
, (39)
v(ab) =
1
2Nd
(
e(a)iv
i
(b) + e(b)iv
i
(a)
)
, (40)
v(a)i =
1
Nd
[
(∂0 −N l∂l)e(a)i + 1
3
e(a)i∂lN
l − e(a)l∂iN l
]
, (41)
vφ =
1
Nd
[
∂0φ−Nk∂kφ
]
(42)
vQ =
1
Nd
[
∂0Q−Nk∂kQ
]
(43)
9are veloities of the metri omponents and salar elds, △ψ = ∂i(ei(a)ej(a)∂jψ) is the ovariant Laplae
operator,
(3)R(e) is a three-dimensional urvature expressed in terms of triads e(a)i:
(3)R(e) = −2∂i [ei(b)σ(c)|(b)(c)]− σ(c)|(b)(c)σ(a)|(b)(a) + σ(c)|(d)(f)σ(f)|(d)(c). (44)
Here
σ(a)|(b)(c) = e
j
(c)∇ie(a)ke k(b) =
1
2
e(a)j
[
∂(b)e
j
(c) − ∂(c)ej(b)
]
(45)
are the oeients of the spin-onnetion (see [26℄), ∇ie(a)j = ∂ie(a)j−Γkije(a)k are ovariant derivatives,
and Γkij =
1
2
e
k
(b)(∂ie(b)j + ∂je(b)i).
The Wigner-Poinare lassiation exludes physial states with negative ontribution of the kineti
energy of the type of loal dilaton −v2
D
in ation (35). This means that one an impose the additional
onstraint of zero anonial momenta of the loal dilaton eld
pD = −2vD ≃ 0. (46)
The last onstraint, in the Dira approah to GR [25, 33℄, means that the veloity of the spatial volume
element is equal to zero, and it leads to the positive Hamiltonian density.
This Dira onstraint (46) is the onsequene of the relativisti lassiation of physial states in the
theory (30). This lassiation is not ompatible with both the ΛCDM model, and the Inationary Model
[35, 36℄. In these models the CMB (treated as an objet of relativisti transformations) is desribed by
the dynamial salar omponent (forbidden by the relativisti lassiation of physial states).
The alulation of all anonial momenta inluding (46) and
p˜(ab) =
1
2
(ei(a)p˜(b)i + e
i
(b)p˜(a)i) =
1
3
v(ab), (47)
p˜i(b) =
1
3
e
i
(a)v(ab), pφ = 2vφ, pQ = 2vQ, (48)
PD = 2V0∂τ 〈D〉, P〈φ〉 = 2V0〈∂τφ〉, P〈Q〉 = 2V0〈∂τQ〉 (49)
allows us to represent the ation (30) in the Hamiltonian form [26, 28℄
SSDG =
∫
dx0
∫
d3x
[
p˜i(b)∂0e
i
(b) − pD∂0D + pφ∂0φ+ pQ∂0Q−NdTd − C
]
(50)
+
∫ {
P〈Q〉d〈Q〉+P〈φ〉d〈φ〉−P〈D〉d〈D〉+
[
P 2〈D〉 − P 2〈φ〉 − P 2〈Q〉
4V0
]
N0(x
0)dx0
}
, (51)
where
Td =
4
3
e7D/2△eD/2 +
∑
I=0,2,3,4,6
eIDTI (52)
is the sum of loal eld energy densities TI inluding the gravity density dened in [25, 26, 28℄, and
C = N(b)T
0
(b) + λ0pD + λ(a)∂ke
k
(a) (53)
is a sum of the Dira onstraints with orresponding Lagrangian multipliers, inluding three rst lass
onstraints
T(0)(a) = −pD∂(a)D +
1
3
∂(a)(pDD) + 2p(b)(c)σ(b)|(a)(c) − ∂(b)p(b)(a) + pφ∂(b)φ+ pQ∂(b)Q, (54)
and the fourth seond lass ones
∂ke
k
(a) = 0, (55)
pD = 0 → ∂τe3D = ∂(b)
(
e3DN(b)
)
, (56)
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where N(b) = N(b)/N0, N0 is given by Eq. (34). The latter (56) is the analog of the Dira ondition of the
minimal 3-dimensional hyper-surfae [33℄ in GR that gives a positive value of the Hamiltonian density.
We an see that the aepted Einstein Eqs.
− e(ν)α δS
S
RU
δe(µ)α
≡ T(ν)(µ) = 0 (57)
oinide with the Einstein equations in innite volume beside the energy onstraint
− δS
S
RU
δNd
=
P 2〈D〉 − P 2〈φ〉 − P 2〈Q〉
4NdV 20
−NdTd = 0. (58)
One an see that the Einstein equations (57) play a role of a set geometrial onstraints, rather than the
energy-momentum tensor omponents. In partiular, the energy onstraint (58) shows us how the Einstein
osmologial priniple (3) solves the problem of energy in nite spae-time by averaging energy onstraint
(58) over the volume V0. This averaging denes the Universe energy as one of the onstraint-shell values
of the evolution parameter momentum P〈D〉
E
2
U ≡ P 2〈D〉 = P 2〈φ〉 + P 2〈Q〉 + 4
[∫
d3x
√
Td
]2
(59)
in aord with the Wigner-Poinare lassiation of relativisti physial states in the CMB frame. This
denition leads to the luminosity-distane  redshift relation (10) in the ase of the rigid state dominane
(P〈Q〉 ≫
∫
d3x
√
Td)
ℓ(z) = H0
r(a)
a2
=
V0
a2
a(z)=(z+1)−1∫
0
da2
EU
= z +
z2
2
. (60)
This luminosity-distane  redshift relation does not ontradit to the reent SN data [38℄ in the framework
of the Conformal Cosmology [39, 40, 41℄. The substitution of the energy (59) into the energy onstraint
(58) gives us the dieo-invariant loal lapse funtion
N = 〈T 1/2d 〉T−1/2d (61)
in the interval (33), where the dilaton eld D is dened by equations
− δS
δD
= 0 ⇒ ∂τP〈D〉 = 〈TD〉, TD − 〈TD〉 = 0, (62)
TD =
2
3
{
7N e7D/2△eD/2 + eD/2△
[
N e7D/2
]}
+N
∑
I=0,2,3,4,6
IeIDTI . (63)
In the ase of the salar elds (massless or massive) with initial data (14) the theory is redued to the
version of the Universe onsidered before in previous Setion with osmologial reation of the salar
elds (massless or massive ones if there are potentials), where the ollision integrals and temperature is
ompletely determined by the Einstein equations, their initial data, and onstraints (55)  (63). It was
shown that the osmologial perturbation theory for (eD,N ,N(b)) is the osmologial generalization of
the Shwarzshild solution [25℄.
In this ase the Universe is a fatory of salar partiles reated in the homogeneous bakground of their
zeroth modes. The densities (52) and (63) keep only omponent I = 2 of the radiation or massive one
I = 3. Their parameters an be approximately desribed by the ollision integral (21). The problem is
to onsider this senario in the SM.
2. The initial data Higgs eet in Cosmology.
In DG, the Higgs eet is provided by the initial data (14). In partiular, the U(1) model in the
osmologial approximation D ≃ 〈D〉 = log a is given by the ation and Lagrangian
S1 =
∫
dη
∫
d3xL1, (64)
L1 = −1
4
[∂µAν − ∂νAµ]2 + a2|(∂µφ− ieAµ)φ|2 + ψ˜(i∂ˆ + eAˆ+ a|φ|)ψ˜ − a4Veff (|φ|). (65)
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After transition to physial variables φ = eiχ|φ|, ψ˜ = e−iχf,Aµ = Bµ − (1/e)∂µχ this U(1)-Lagrangian
takes the form
L1 = −1
4
[∂µBν − ∂νBµ]2 + e2a2|φ|2(Bµ)2 + a2(∂µ|φ|)2 + f(i∂ˆ + eBˆ + a|φ|)f − a4Veff (|φ|), (66)
where a|φ| = |φ˜| = a〈φ〉 + h˜/√2 and ∫ d3xh(η, x) = 0. The onsisteny onditions
Veff (φI) = 0,
dVeff (〈φ〉)
d〈φ〉
∣∣∣∣∣
〈 φ〉=φI
= 0. (67)
should be imposed in order to keep free dynamis of the zero omponent 〈φ〉 as a solution of the variational
equation [a2〈φ′〉]′ = 0 with the initial data 〈φ′〉(η = 0) = 0 and 〈φ〉(η = 0) = φI [34℄.
The problem is to fulll this analysis in SM.
3. Kineti theory of the primordial partile vauum reation.
To get a more aurate estimate of the Higgs mass and a better desription of the CMB power spetrum
within the model under onsideration, one has to perform an involved analysis of the kineti equation
[13℄ for nonstationary proesses of primordial partile reation and subsequent deays.
In partiular, the lifetime ηL of produt bosons in the early Universe in dimensionless units τL = ηL/ηI ,
where ηI = (2HI)
−1
, an be estimated by using the equation of state a2(η) = a2I(1+τL) and theW -boson
lifetime within the Standard Model. Speially, we have
1 + τL =
2HI sin
2 θ(W )
αQEDMW (ηL)
=
2 sin2 θ(W )
αQED
√
1 + τL
, (68)
where θ(W ) is the Weinberg angle, αQED = 1/137 is the ne-struture onstant, and MI/HI ≃ 1.
From the solution to Eq. (68), τL + 1 =
(
2 sin2 θ(W )/αQED
)2/3 ≃ 16 it follows that the lifetime of
produt bosons is an order of magnitude longer than the Universe relaxation time:
τL = ηL/ηI ≃ 16− 1 = 15. (69)
The problem is to obtain the parameters of the diusion reation system arising in this ase from the
Standard Model omputing the relevant ross setions and deay rates.
4. Baryon-antibaryon asymmetry of matter in the Universe.
In SM, in eah of the three generations of leptons (e,µ,τ) and olor quarks, we have four fermion doublets
 in all there are nL = 12 of them. Eah of 12 fermion doublets interats with the triplet of non-Abelian
elds A1 = (W (−) +W (+))/
√
2, A2 = i(W (−) −W (+))/√2, and A3 = Z/ cos θ(W ), the orresponding
oupling onstant being g = e/ sin θ(W ). It is well known that, beause of a triangle anomaly, W- and Z-
boson interation with lefthanded fermion doublets ψ
(i)
L , i = 1, 2, ..., nL, leads to nononservation of the
number of fermions of eah type (i) [58, 59, 60℄,
∂µj
(i)
Lµ =
1
32π2
TrFˆµν
∗Fˆµν , (70)
where Fˆµν = −iF aµνgW τa/2 is the strength of the vetor elds, F aµν = ∂µAaν − ∂νAaµ + gǫabcAbµAcν .
Taking the integral of the equality in (70) with respet to onformal time and the three-dimensional
variable x, we an nd a relation between the hange
η0∫
ηI
dη
∫
d3x∂µj
(i)
Lµ = F
(i)(η0)− F (i)(ηI) = ∆F (i) (71)
of the fermion number F (i) =
∫
d3xj
(i)
0 and the Chern-Simons funtional Fµν
∗Fˆµν , so that after integration
Eq. (70) takes the form
∆F (i) = NCS 6= 0, i = 1, 2, ..., nL. (72)
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The equality in (72) is onsidered as a seletion rule  that is, the fermion number hanges identially
for all fermion types: NCS = ∆L
e = ∆Lµ = ∆Lτ = ∆B/3; at the same time, the hange in the baryon
harge B and the hange in the lepton harge L = Le + Lµ + Lτ are related to eah other in suh a way
that B−L is onserved, while B+L is not invariant. Upon taking the sum of the equalities in (72) over
all doublets, one an obtain ∆(B + L) = 12NCS [60℄.
We an evaluate the expetation value of the Chern-Simons funtional (72) (in the lowest order of
perturbation theory in the oupling onstant) in the Bogoliubov vauum b|0 >= 0. Speially, we have
NCS = NW ≡ − 1
32π2
∫ ηL
0
dη
∫
d3x 〈0|TrFˆWµν ∗FˆWµν |0〉, (73)
where ηL is the W-boson lifetime, and NW is the ontribution of the primordial W boson. The integral
over the onformal spaetime bounded by three-dimensional hypersurfaes η = 0 and η = ηL is given by
NW = 2αWV0
∫ ηL
0
dη
∞∫
0
dk|k|3RW(k, η), where αW = αQED/sin2 θW andRW = i2 b < 0|b+b+−b−b−|0 >b=
− sinh(2r(ηL)) sin(2θ(ηL)) is the Bogoliubov ondensate [31℄ that is speied by relevant solutions to the
Bogoliubov equations. Upon a numerial alulation of this integral, we an estimate the expetation
value of the Chern-Simons funtional in the state of primordial bosons.
At the vetor-boson-lifetime values of ηL = 15, this yields the following result at nγ = 2, 402× T 3/π2
NCS
V0
=
NW
V0
= 4αWT
3 × 1.44 = 0.8 nγ . (74)
where nγ is the number density of photons forming Cosmi Mirowave Bakground radiation. On this
basis, the violation of the fermion-number density in the osmologial model being onsidered an be
estimated as [31, 39℄ ∆F (i)/V0 = NCS/V0 = 0.8nγ.
Aording to SM, there is the CKM-mixing that leads to CP nononservation, so that the osmologial
evolution and this nononservation freeze the fermion number at η = ηL. This leads to the baryon-
number density [60, 61℄ nb(ηL) = XCP∆F
(i)/V0 ≃ XCPnγ(ηL), where the fator XCP is determined
by the superweak interation of d and s quarks, whih is responsible for CP violation experimentally
observed in K-meson deays [62℄.
From the ratio of the number of baryons to the number of photons, one an dedue an estimate of
the superweak-interation oupling onstant: XCP ∼ 10−9. Thus, the evolution of the Universe, primary
vetor bosons, and the aforementioned superweak interation [62℄ lead to baryon-antibaryon asymmetry
of the Universe
nb(ηL)
nγ(ηL)
≃ XCP = 10−9. (75)
Thus, the primordial bosons before their deays polarize the Dira fermion vauum and give the baryon
asymmetry frozen by the CP  violation so that for billion photons there is only one baryon.
The problem is to show that the Universe matter ontent onsidered as the nal deay produt of
primordial bosons is in agreement with observational data [31℄.
5. Nuleosynthesis in the Early Universe.
Calulation of the primordial helium abundane [40, 63℄ takes into aount weak interations, the
Boltzmann fator, (n/p) e△m/T ∼ 1/6, where △m is the neutron-proton mass dierene, whih is the
same for both SC and CC,△mSC/TSC = △mCC/TCC = (1+z)−1m0/T0, and the square root dependene
of the z-fator on the measurable time-interval.
In SC, where the measurable time-interval is identied with the Friedmann time, this square root
dependene of the z-fator is explained by the radiation dominane, whereas in Conformal Cosmology,
where the measurable time-interval is identied with the onformal time η, the square root dependene
of the z-fator is explained by the dominant rigid state (1+z)−1 =
√
1 + 2H0(η − η0). Therefore, at rst
sight the Conformal Cosmology model with dominant rigid state does not ontradit to the primordial
helium abundane [40, 63℄. This rigid state desribes both the osmologial reation of primordial partiles
with the CMB power spetrum (as we have seen above) and the Luminosity-distane  redshift relation
[38℄ in CC [39, 40, 41℄. Therefore, the problem of nuleosynthesis in the Conformal Cosmology should be
the subjet of further study.
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6. Large-sale struture in the Early Universe.
The investigation of the large-sale struture in the Early Universe is one of the highlights of the
present-day Cosmology with far-reahing impliations.
In partiular, the omparison of the osmologial perturbation theory in the ΛCDM Model with the
Hamiltonian approah to the same osmologial perturbation theory [25℄ reveals essential dierenes of
these approahes and their physial onsequenes.
In order to demonstrate these onsequenes, we onsider the ase of integrable dieo-invariant spa-
ial oordinates, when the simplex omponents in interval (33) e(b)idx
i = ω
(3)
(b) = dx(b) are total dif-
ferentials. The latter means that the oeients of the spin-onnetion are equal to zero σ(a)|(b)(c) =
e(a)j
[
∂(b)e
j
(c) − ∂(c)ej(b)
]
= 0 together with the three-dimensional urvature R(3) = 0 in aord with ob-
servational data [54℄. In this ase, transverse gravitons annot be osillators and the renormalizablity
problem should be reonsidered in both GR and DG. Eqs. (40) and (41) take the form
p(b)(a) =
1
3
v(ab) =
1
6N
(
2
3
δ(a)(b)∂(c)N(c) − ∂(a)N(b) − ∂(b)N(a)
)
. (76)
In this ase, the transverse omponents of the shift vetor an be dened by (54)
T(0)(a) = −∂(b)p(b)(a) + pφ∂(b)φ+ pQ∂(b)Q = 0, (77)
while the shift vetor longitudinal omponent is dened by the onstraint (56) ∂τe
3D = ∂(b)
(
e3DN(b)
)
.
The lapse funtion and dilaton are determined as solutions of Eqs. (52), (61), (62), and (63). Solutions
of these Eqs., in the rst order in the Newton oupling onstant, take forms [25, 26℄
eD/2 = 1 +
1
2
∫
d3y
[
D(+)(x, y)T
(µ)
(+)(y) +D(−)(x, y)T
(µ)
(−)(y)
]
, (78)
N e7D/2 = 1− 1
2
∫
d3y
[
D(+)(x, y)T
(ν)
(+)(y) +D(−)(x, y)T
(ν)
(−)(y)
]
, (79)
where D(±)(x, y) are the Green funtions satisfying the equations
[±m2(±) −△]D(±)(x, y) = δ3(x − y), (80)
m2(±) =
3(1 + z)2
4
[
14(β ± 1)Ω(0)(z)∓Ω(1)(z)
]
H20 , (81)
β =
√
1 +[Ω(2)(z)−14Ω(1)(z)]/[98Ω(0)(z)], (82)
Ω(n)(z) =
∑
I=0,4,6,8,12
In(1 + z)2−I/2ΩI , (83)
ΩI=0,4,6,8,12 are partial density of states: rigid, radiation, matter, urvature, Λ-term, respetively; and
H0 is Hubble parameter,
T
(µ)
(±) = T (0) ∓ 7β[7T (0) − T (1)], (84)
T
(ν)
(±) = [7T (0) − T (1)]± (14β)−1T (0) (85)
are the loal urrents.
In the ase of point mass distribution in a nite volume V0 with the zeroth pressure and the density
T (0)(x) =
T (1)(x)
6
≡ 3
4a2
M
[
δ3(x− y)− 1
V0
]
, (86)
solutions (78), (79) take the Shwarzshild -type form
eD/2 = 1 +
rg
4r
[
1 + 7β
2
e−m(+)(z)r +
1− 7β
2
cosm(−)(z)r
]
H0=0
= 1 +
rg
4r
,
N e7D/2 = 1− rg
4r
[
14β + 1
28β
e−m(+)(z)r +
14β − 1
28β
cosm(−)(z)r
]
H0=0
= 1− rg
4r
,
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where β =
√
25/49 ≃ 1.01/√2, m(+) = 3m(−),m(−) = H0
√
(1 + z)ΩM 3/2. These solutions have spatial
osillations and the nonzero shift of the oordinate origin.
One an see that in the innite volume limit H0 = 0, a = 1 these solutions oinide with the isotropi
version of the Shwarzshild solutions in the DG: eD/2 = 1 +
rg
4r
, N e7D/2 = 1− rg
4r
, Nk = 0. However,
the analysis of the exat equations (52), (61), (62), and (63) shows us that any nonzero osmologial
density 〈T 1/2d 〉 > 0 forbids negative values of the lapse funtion (52) N = 〈T 1/2d 〉/T 1/2d > 0 [25, 26, 28℄.
It is of interest to nd an exat solution of these equations for dierent equations of state.
There are the following dierenes of this relativisti perturbation theory from the aepted osmolog-
ial perturbation theory for eD/2 = 1 − Ψ/2, N e3D = 1 + Φ, Nk = 0, hij = 0 and H = a′/a [19, 36℄.
The ΛCDM Model treats the salar metri omponent as a dynami variable, omits the deomposition
of the potential part of the energy density, that leads to spaial osillations and the large sale struture
of the Universe, hooses the gauge with the zero shift vetor, and destroys the Hamiltonian approah by
the double ounting of the zeroth Fourier-harmonis of the salar metri omponent [25℄.
7. Luminosity-distane  redshift relation in CC.
Assuming that supernovae type Ia (SNe Ia) are standard andles one ould use them to test osmologial
theories. The Hubble Spae Telesope team analyzed 186 SNe Ia[38℄ to test the Standard Cosmologial
model (SC) assoiated with expanded lengths in the Universe and evaluate its parameters. The problem
is to use the same sample to determine parameters of Conformal Cosmologial model [39, 40, 41℄.
CONCLUSION
After realization of this program one an expet that DG and the Standard Model supplemented with
a free salar eld Q in the CMB referene frame with the initial data (14) do not ontradit the following
senario of the evolution of the Universe within onformal osmology [31℄:
η ∼ 10−12s, reation of vetor bosons from a vauum;
10−12s < η < 10−11 ÷ 10−10s, formation of baryon-antibaryon asymmetry;
η ∼ 10−10s, deay of vetor bosons;
10−10s < η < 1011s, primordial hemial evolution of matter;
η ∼ 1011s, reombination or separation of osmi mirowave bakground radiation;
η ∼ 1015s, formation of galaxies;
η > 1017s, terrestrial experiments and evolution of supernovae.
The relativisti physis gives us the Foundations of Relativisti Cosmology of the Universe as the histor-
ially existing system of lassiation of observational and experimental fats in physis and astrophysis.
There are tendenies of modern osmology to ignore these priniples, in partiular to replae the
initial data by the fundamental parameters of the motion equations. However, this replaement leads to
ontraditions in aeptable modern models in applying mathematial tools of the type of the relativisti
lassiation of physial states, or the Hamiltonian method beause the latter were developed espeially
to solve equations with the initial data.
Nevertheless, ignoring relativisti lassiation of physial states and initial data, and onfusing the
gauge transformations with the frame ones [19℄, modern osmologial models [10, 35, 36℄ treat the CMB
motion with the veloity 368 km/s to Leo with respet to the frame of referene of the Earth observer as
objet of relativisti transformations of the type of a hange of the frame. This hange of the frame leads
to a hange of the measurable parameters of the CMB temperature dipole omponent, i.e. initial data.
If the CMB and the Universe are gauge-invariant objets of the relativisti transformations, this means
that the Universe as a whole is an objet of relativisti physis as a theory of initial data, inluding
Poinare group, its Wigner representations in the form of the frame-ovariant and gauge-invariant phys-
ial states, the Nother theorem gauge onstraints, their onsequenes as derivation of the minimal eld
theories of type of GR and SM, and gauge-invariant solutions of the eld equations supplemented by the
osmologial Initial Data given at the beginning, when there were nothing but homogeneous salar elds.
What is Origin of these Initial Data? What are a group of their transformations, irreduible unitary
representations, the Nother theorem gauge onstraints, eld theories, and their physial onsequenes?
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